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Abstract: Several scientific disciplines have launched research registries for randomized con-
trolled trials (RCTs) in order to document experiments being performed, without being tied to the
publication process. In this paper, we assess the AEA RCT Registry. Despite some success, we find
that over 90% of new economics RCTs do not register, only 50% of the RCTs that register do so
before the intervention begins, and the majority of these preregistrations are insufficiently detailed
to be informative. Given these results and a simple theoretical model, we explore possible improve-
ments. In particular, the model demonstrates that removing the option to register completed RCTs
could increase the fraction of studies that register.
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1 Introduction

While difficult to incorporate into statistical inference, practical constraints influence both the con-

duct and dissemination of experimental research. Data is ultimately finite, researchers must choose

which hypotheses to test, and publication incentives imply that not all results are equally likely to

get published. Researchers across a variety of empirical disciplines have recognized these limita-

tions could lead to a departure from socially optimal experimental conduct. This observation has

led to a number of empirical analyses of scientific research in the form of meta-analyses, as well as

policy prescriptions aimed at improving the social usefulness and credibility of empirical research.
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In this paper, we study one such initiative in economics, the establishment of the AEA RCT

Hypothesis Registry in May 2013. Briefly, this provided a venue for researchers to document

their experiments in a way that would be searchable to external audiences. We evaluate the extent

to which this registry has been successful in combating two particular limitations of scientific

research, as it is typically conducted in academic settings:

• The file drawer problem, namely that not all experimental results are published—and are

therefore relegated to the “file drawer.”

• Scope for p-hacking and results manipulation, namely that researchers often make ex-post

decisions which are made adaptively, yet not reflected in the empirical analyses.1

Though still relatively new, the AEA RCT Registry appears to be the most commonly used

registration database in economics.2 The largest research registry overall (though not typically used

by economists) is ClinicalTrials.gov, maintained by the National Institutes of Health and containing

302,850 medical trial registrations from 208 countries as of April 1, 2019. By contrast, the AEA

RCT Registry lists 2,444 studies located in 133 countries as of April 1, 2019 (although the reader

should bear in mind that the AEA Hypothesis Registry is much newer than ClinicalTrials.gov). A

registry can address the file drawer problem to the extent that it records all RCTs started and their

outcomes. A registry can address the p-hacking problem by requiring researchers to specify their

complete experimental design before the trial begins.3

A growing body of research (which we review in Section 3) has assessed the mixed effec-

tiveness of ClinicalTrials.gov. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first paper to provide a

systematic assessment of the AEA RCT Registry, and provide guidance on registry policy based

on empirical and theoretical analysis. Our goal is twofold: first, to determine whether the registry

1The extent to which results of empirical studies are manipulated in practice has been studied by Brodeur and
Zylberberg (2016), as well as Vivalt (2018).

2Some discussion of the potential benefits of the registry in terms of promoting transparency can be found in
Christensen and Miguel (2018).

3The file drawer and p-hacking problems apply to empirical research generally, and not just RCTs. It is then
puzzling that existing registries focus on RCTs. One explanation could be that RCTs are low hanging fruit—each
RCT is ostensibly designed to test a small set of interventions and has an explicit start and end date. Note that web
services such as AsPredicted facilitate recording any research hypothesis. However, these do not provide a way to
search all recorded hypotheses.
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has been effective on addressing the goals of solving the file drawer problem and limiting scope for

p-hacking; and second, to determine whether there are ways to design the registry differently. One

particular design issue receives particular focus, namely that the hypothesis registry accommodates

late registration. Specifically, while typical motiviations for promoting registration rely upon the

assumption that it is done prior to experimentation,4 this need not be the case to be part of the AEA

RCT Registry. On the other hand, having the study registered is a requirement for publication in

the AER, and so allowing late registration ensures that this is not a binding requirement for any

study. It is noteworthy that ClinicalTrials.gov also allows late registration, although certain cate-

gories of experiments are required by law to be pre-registered, and to the best of our knowledge no

such laws exist for economics.

Our analysis consists of both an empirical and theoretical exercise. On the empirical side, we

examined studies that were registered in the database, and assembled a dataset connecting stud-

ies registered with the ultimate published version. Using a group of research assistants, we also

assessed the restrictiveness of the outcome measures to see whether they actually provided useful

information that could be used later. We are also able to distinguish studies that are registered early

versus late to determine if they differ in any systematic ways. On the theoretical side, we develop a

model of dynamic experimentation which allows for registration decisions and discusses the incen-

tives behind registration. We isolate that registration acts as a signal of confidence that may have

endogenous value. The value of the model is twofold. First, we provide comparative statics that

are useful in determining how counterfactual policy may influence registration outcomes. Second,

we articulate the limits of certain assertions regarding how the registry would impact research. We

emphasize that policymakers may have a variety of objectives in establishing the registry, and so

our goal is to speak to as many of these different objectives as we can while being mostly agnostic.

Still, we do provide policy prescriptions based on the goal of improving the usefulness of registra-

tion according to objectives that seem generally in line with the existence of the registry in the first

place (i.e., in addressing the file drawer problem and p-hacking).

Unfortunately, we find little evidence that the AEA RCT Registry is sufficiently addressing
4For instance, because researchers may be more likely to “relegate an experimental finding to the file drawer” if

the results are negative, in contrast to researchers who register an experiment late who may already be seeking to
disseminate results more widely.
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either the file drawer problem or p-hacking. A theme that emerges from our analysis is that the

social norm of registration appears rather limited, and formal requirements seem to be binding for

most (though admittedly not all) registration activity. Insofar as these requirements are fairly weak

(which, we should emphasize, appears to have been a deliberate choice in order to encourage par-

ticipation and help establish a norm for registration), this implies that the impact is fairly weak as

well. While the universe of started economics experiments is unobserved, we can provide an upper

bound on the fraction of RCTs that register by examining the registration rate for RCTs published

in select economics journals and working paper series. Roughly half of the RCTs published in

top journals (general interest or field) in economics—between 2017 and the end of 2019 Q2–are

registered. While these journals represent a selected universe of top papers, perhaps more telling is

that only 8% of the working papers in the NEP report on Experimental Economics are registered.

We note that none of the RCTs published in the journal Experimental Economics registered. How-

ever, note that these RCTs consist entirely of lab experiments, suggesting that the norm is such that

researchers do not register lab experiments. This norm could partly explain the low registration

rates for the NEP report on Experimental Economics. Even despite this, however, we also find the

AEA RCT Registry is not currently effective at capturing RCT outcomes. We find that only about

one-third of studies follow up with any outcome data, as of April 1, 2019.5

Our claim that the RCT database is limited in its ability to fight p-hacking primarily follows

from our assessment of the restrictiveness of outcome variables. The vast majority of studies

(roughly 90%) do not provide data beyond the minimum level required at registration. The RCT

preregistrations are generally not specific enough to tie researchers hands. To make this point,

we assess the primary outcomes reported by 300 randomly chosen preregistrations. The average

preregistration reports 3 primary outcomes, but even the most detailed of these outcomes fails to

specify either a specific variable construction or measurement time frame. As we discuss, even the

most restrictive outcomes are similar to “number of fruits each experimental subject consumes”

rather than to "number of apples each experimental subject consumes in March, 2019.” We are

able to find working papers associated with 119 of the 300 preregistrations.6 Comparing the work-
5This issue is not unique to economics; as we discuss in Section 3.1, ClinicalTrials.gov also faces problems with

reporting outcome data.
6There are no associated published papers.
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ing papers to the preregistrations, we find that researchers change the construction of a primary

outcome 10% of the time (e.g. report a number of vegetables consumed rather than a number of

fruits consumed) and add a primary outcome 25% of the time (i.e. the working papers highlight an

unregistered variable in their abstract, introduction, or conclusion).

A model of researcher registration decisions helps to contextualize these results. We envision

a simple two-stage experimentation problem. A researcher receives a signal about the truth of an

underlying hypothesis at each stage, but an outsider (e.g. the public or journal editor) is only able

to observe the signal from the second stage. The researcher can choose to register in either the first

stage (preregistration) or the second stage (late registration). We consider an equilibrium where

preregistering the experiment acts as a signal of confidence in the hypothesis. We then use the

model to examine the implications of banning late registration. Of particular interest is whether

banning late registration increases the fraction of started experiments that register. If so, banning

late registration would make the registry a more effective solution to both the file drawer problem

(immediate) and the p-hacking problem (as preregistration is, at least weakly, a check on repeatedly

re-choosing the data, outcome variables, and analysis). The model demonstrates that banning late

registration unambiguously increases preregistrations, but that the impact on overall registrations

is ambiguous. We discuss when banning late registration strictly increases the fraction of started

experiments that register.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a history of research

registries and the AEA RCT Registry in particular, and assesses whether the AEA RCT Registry

is currently solving the file drawer and p-hacking problems. Section 3 compares the AEA RCT

Registry to ClinicalTrials.gov and discusses other registration venues. Section 4 provides and

examines our model of researcher registration decision, and Section 5 concludes. All tables and

figures are in the respective appendices.

2 Analysis of AEA Registry

Academic journals tend to selectively publish studies that reject a null hypothesis to the exclusion

of studies that confirm a null hypothesis or provide inconclusive results. Robert Rosenthal coined
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the term “file drawer problem” in 1979 to describe the bias this selection introduces into the scien-

tific literature.7 This selection also directly gives researchers an incentive to repeatedly re-choose

their data, outcome variables, and analysis method until they are able to reject the null hypothesis

of interest at conventional levels of statistical significance. The process of repeatedly re-choosing

data, outcome variables, and analysis method is commonly referred to as “p-hacking.” Research

registries are a prominent potential solution to both the file drawer and p-hacking problems. Here,

we analyze the extent to which the AEA RCT Registry is currently capturing the universe of started

economics RCTs and the extent to which the registry succeeds in pre-committing researchers to

assessing a specific set of outcome variables.

2.1 Background

The AEA RCT Registry is designed to encourage as much registration as possible, and as such the

requirements are not particularly stringent. Registration only requires answering a small number of

questions and researchers are able to register at any time—even after the RCT is completed. Both

choices were made in order to facilitate capturing a census of experiments (see Duflo (2017)).

The idea is that the registry keeps track of studies that are performed, irrespective of the eventual

publication outcome. Registration is designed to be straightforward, and is distinct from a pre-

analysis plan (although these appear to be conflated often)—that is, rather than specifying all

steps involved with analysis of the data, the registry keeps track of basic information about the

experiment. Specifically, the registry contains an abstract and description of the design, relevant

outcome variables and data descriptions, and a link to IRB approval if any were received.8 In

contrast, a pre-analysis plan requires more detailed steps of how an experiment is conducted, which

is not required for submission to the AEA registry. Researchers have the ability to upload a pre-

analysis plan as part of their registration decisions; See Ofosu and Posner (2019) for an analysis of

7For example, consider 100 researchers who each start an experiment to test the null hypothesis that some parameter
is less than or equal to 0 against the alternative that the parameter is greater than 0. At least 5 of the researchers are
likely to find that the parameter is greater than 0 at a 5% significance level. If journals only publish significant results,
then only these 5 studies will be published. Seeing 5 out of 5 studies rejecting the null, outside researchers might
incorrectly conclude that there is strong evidence that the parameter is greater than 0.

8Many RCTs in economics require institutional review board (IRB) approval, but the IRB approval registries are
not public. A policy that either made external registration a condition for IRB approval or made IRB approval registries
public would also help solve the file draw problem.
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the pre-analysis plans on the AEA RCT Registry.

The AEA journals require that field experiments, but not necessarily lab experiments, be reg-

istered in order to be published.9 However, no economics journal requires that any experiments

pre-register, and in fact allow registration to be done at the time of submission.10 By contrast,

most medical journals require preregistration of experiments. As a result, it is entirely possible to

register an experiment during the process of submitting for publication at an economics journal.

Some reasoning justifying this policy is that researchers would be encouraged to register RCT in

the course of registration, and thereby create a record of studies that fail to ultimately be published

after being submitted.

In principle, the timing of registration can be determined by searching for the RCT registration

in the database. Specifically, all trials are listed side-by-side with the preregistered trials marked

by a small orange clock sign in the upper left corner of the trial entry. If a study is registered

after data collection has begun, it is marked by a grey clock. See Figure 1. It is not clear to us

whether this distinction is salient or appreciated by consumers of research (or referees and edi-

tors). Unfortunately, we are not able to precisely study the extent to which the time of registration

is distinguishable to someone who searches the registry. However, our own opinion is that the

distinction is minor.11

Some other background details prior to our analysis: It is possible to update registration after it

is initially submitted, although as we describe below, this is rarely done. In order to encourage reg-

istration without necessarily broadcasting information, it is also possible to hide certain fields from

public view until later dates. Finally, automatic reminders are sent out to encourage researchers to

complete in progress and at conclusion reporting fields.

9The specific policy is “As of January 2018, registration in the RCT registry is mandatory for all applicable sub-
missions. This applies to field experiments. Laboratory experiments do not need to be registered at this time.”

10The official policy states, emphasis added, “If the research in your paper involves an RCT, please register (reg-
istration is free), prior to submitting. We also kindly ask you to acknowledge compliance by including your RCT ID
number in the introductory footnote of your manuscript. Registration ideally happens before the project launches,
but registering at the time of submission is also acceptable.”

11While informally discussing this paper with several colleagues, most were not previously aware how to distinguish
these studies, prior to us informing them that this distinction exists. Thus, our conjecture is that the distinction is not
widely appreciated.
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2.2 File Drawer Problem

We first assess whether the AEA RCT Registry is effective at solving the file drawer problem.

Informally, a registry can help solve the file drawer problem to the extent that

1. Every experiment that is started is added to the register
2. Experiment outcomes are added to the registry at the conclusion of the experiment12

As the universe of started experiments is unknown, we cannot determine the fraction of exper-

iments that register.13 That said, we can establish a rough upper bound by examining the registra-

tion rate for experiments published in select economics journals and working paper series. Table 1

presents the registration rates for RCTs appearing in the following journals in 2017, 2018, and the

first two quarters of 2019:

• AER
• AEJ: Microeconomics (AEJ-M)
• AEJ: Applied Economics (AEJ-AE)
• AEJ: Economic Policy (AEJ-EP)
• JPE
• QJE
• ReStud
• Journal of Development Economics
• Experimental Economics
• Working papers in the area of experimental economics indexed by NEP-EXP

Columns 1-3 report the number of RCTs published in each journal in each year.14. The publi-

cation counts vary significantly by journal. On the high end, Experimental Economics publishes

nearly 30 RCTs a year and the Journal of Development Economics publishes around 15 RCTs each

year. On the low end, AEJ-M and AEJ-EP only publish 2 RCTs each year. Columns 4-6 report the

fraction of the published RCTs that registered with the AEA RCT registry before August, 2019.

Registration rates across journals are low. The AER, QJE, and AEJ-AE have the highest regis-

tration rates with about 60% of the papers with an RCT registering in each year. The Journal of

Development Economics and ReStud have registration rates of around 33%. The remaining jour-

12An experiment outcome is not necessary only if there is an obvious null that can be safely assumed to hold in the
absence of a reported outcome.

13As mentioned above, while IRB proposals could conceiveably be used to determine this, it is not publicly available
or searchable.

14Note that the 2019 data goes through the second quarter
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nals have registration rates under 10%. Of note, no RCTs published in Experimental Economics

registered. Experimental Economics primarily publishes lab experiments, i.e. RCTs that take place

within a classroom or decision research lab within a university. This result suggests that it is not

a norm within economics to register lab experiments. Table 8 repeats this analysis by authors’

institution.

As mentioned above, AEA journals require registration prior to publication. Table 2 reports

the registration rates for the AEA journals. Over the 2018-2019 period, the AEJ-EP, AEJ-AE, and

AER published field experiments. However, the registration rates only hovered between 60% and

75%—far from full compliance. That said, this result could reflect ambiguity about what counts as

a field experiment. Over the 2018-2019 period, all four journals published lab experiments. None

of the lab experiments registered.

The second step in solving the file draw problem is reporting outcomes. The registry data

speaks immediately to whether outcomes are added to the registry at the conclusion of the exper-

iment. Few registered experiments add their outcomes. Of the 1,654 registered trials that ended

before December 31, 2018, only 21% provided preliminary results or a link to a working paper by

April 1, 2019. In fact, only 32% provided any follow-up information on the experiment at all, e.g.

intervention completion date, final number of observations, and whether there is public data avail-

able. This result is not driven by the short horizon. Of the 1,210 trials that ended before December

31, 2017, only 28% provide preliminary results or a link to a working paper and only 41% provide

any follow-up information at all by April 1, 2019.

2.2.1 Late Registration

As mentioned above, the AEA RCT Registry allows researchers to register experiments even after

the start of the intervention. Allowing late registration can mechanically help solve the file draw

problem by facilitating more registrations. Here it is not per se important that the experiment is reg-

istered immediately, just that it is registered at all. That said, late registration can also incentivize

researchers to not register, insofar as they may attempt to delay registration and subsequently ne-

glect to do so if not seeking to publish the study. Late registration enables a researcher to maximize
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her reputation by only registering projects after she is confident they will succeed.

It is not generally possible to tell if a given trial was registered late because the researcher did

not know the registry existed or if the researcher waited to register the trial on purpose.15 Should

the first case dominate, then allowing late registration helps establish a census of experiments.

However, should the second case dominate, then late registration increases the file draw problem.

Fortunately, we are able to partially disentangle these two possibilities for the subset of re-

searchers who register multiple trials over time. If a researcher registers her first experiment late

and then preregisters all of her future experiments (i.e. those started after the first registration), then

the late registration was likely due to not knowing about the registry. In contrast, if a researcher is

repeatedly late in registering trials started at future dates, then the researcher is likely registering

late on purpose.16 Table 6 displays all registrations made by three primary investigators. Each

primary investigator here registered their first experiment in 2014, proceeded to register multiple

new experiments (started after 2014) late, and registered their most recent experiment over a year

after the intervention began.

To investigate whether researchers purposely register late, we consider the subset of 1,209

distinct primary investigators who register a trial with a start date after January 1, 2014—note that

the registry itself opened in May, 2013. To be further conservative, we only consider a registration

as late if it occurred more than a week after the intervention began. 319 of the 1,209 primary

investigators registered multiple trials. Of interest are the 231 primary investigators who registered

at least one of their multiple trials late. 55 of these researchers (1) registered their first trial late

and (2) preregistered all their future trials. However, 98 of these researchers registered multiple

trials late at dates more than a quarter apart. This combination of observations suggests that many

researchers register late on purpose. As such, we pay special attention to late registration as a

model feature in Section 4.
15For example, consider an unregistered project that a researcher is about to submit to the journal. There are at least

two ways that this project enters the registry. First, the researcher maybe unaware of the registry. On submission,
the researcher may learn of the registry from a referee and choose to register. Second, the researcher maybe aware
of the registry. Before submission, the researcher may decide to register and so be able to report that the paper was
registered, which maybe a signal of quality to the journal or required by the journal (as it is for the AEA journals).

16At some point it becomes untenable to conclude that the researcher is just disorganized.
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2.3 P-Hacking Problem

We now assess whether the AEA RCT Registry is effective at preempting p-hacking. Informally,

a registry can preempt p-hacking of registered experiments to the extent that

1. The experiments register before the intervention begins, i.e. if it is preregistered or registered
during submission.

2. The registrations specify the experimental plan (data to be collected, primary outcome vari-
ables, and analysis method)

3. Outside researchers routinely compare published/reported experiments to their registrations

The registry data speaks directly to the fraction of experiments that register before the analysis

begins. Again, the registry opened in May, 2013. To allow time for researchers to learn about

the registries existence, we examine the subset of 1,792 trials whose start date is after January 1,

2014.17 Of these, only 36% registered before the start of the experiment. 47% registered before the

intervention itself began. And 77% registered before the intervention ended.18 Figure 2 presents

the cumulative number of preregistrations and late registrations over time and Figure 3 presents

the number of preregistrations and late registrations each quarter. While the fraction of RCTs

that are preregistered has been weakly growing over time, the registry is still dominated by late

registrations which account for over 60% of all registration.

Table 5 presents the preregistration rates for RCTs published in the journals considered above.

Columns 1-3 report the number of papers with a registered RCT published in each journal by year.

Columns 4-6 report the number of these papers whose RCT started post 2013 (note that the AEA

RCT Registry opened in 2012). Only a handful of papers published in each journal contained a

registered RCT that started after 2013—in part due to the lengthy process for developmental work.

Reflecting the above results, only a third of these papers preregistered their experiment.

It is harder to assess the extent to which the registrations specify the experiment to be executed.

By design, the AEA RCT Registry does not require the researcher to submit a detailed pre-analysis

plan in order to limit the barrier to registration. Correspondingly, only 11% of the 1,792 trials

post a pre-analysis plan and the majority of these are not made publically viewable until after the

17The registry became widely known after David McKenzie’s 2013 World Bank Development Impact blog post.
See link and link.

18The registry also allows trials to report a data collection completion date. Only 146 of these trials report this value.
76 of the 146 registered before the data collection completed.
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completion of the experiment. That said, registration does require the researcher to provide a basic

description of the:

• Primary outcomes19

• Randomization method and unit
• Planned number of clusters, observations, and arms

As a first pass, we examine whether registrations specify the primary outcomes in enough detail

to tie the researcher to specific variable constructions. Because the description of primary outcomes

is sometimes open to interpretation, we have two research assistants (hereafter RAs) independently

review each preregistration. The RAs were instructed to count the number of outcomes listed and

score each outcome description based on its specificity on a scale of 0 to 5. The assistants were

given the following example scale: “Mark “health” as a 0, “nutritional intake” as a 1, “number of

fruits consumed” as a 2, “number of fruits consumed at school per week” as a 3, “number of fruits

consumed at school per week during Spring quarter” as a 4, and “number of bananas consumed at

school per week during Spring quarter” as a 5.” Appendix E provides the full RA instructions. The

following statistics are based on the average of the two RAs’ assessments.20

Table 3 reports the assessed restrictiveness of 300 randomly selected RCT preregistrations. The

average preregistration specified 3 primary outcomes. The average minimumly restrictive outcome

and the medianly restrictive outcome are classified as a 2—these outcomes are only as precise as

“number of fruits consumed.” The preregistrations generally do not specify a precise measure-

ment (here number of fruits rather than say number of bananas) nor a measurement period / time

frame. The average maximumly restrictive outcome is classified as a 2.5—so somewhere between

“number of fruits consumed” and “number of fruits consumed at school per week.” Only the 90th

percentile maximumly restrictive outcome specified a precise measurement period. No outcome

was as precise as “number of bananas consumed at school per week during Spring quarter.”

Delecourt and Ng’s preregistration of “Unpacking the Gender Profit Gap: Evidence from

Micro-Businesses in India” provides a helpful example. The authors plan to “test whether giv-

ing men and women the same business closes the gap in profitability. We set up our own market

19Secondary outcomes are an option field. 448 (25%) of trials list a secondary outcome.
20The work was carried out by 10 RAs. Each RA was assigned two sets of 30 preregistrations. The average

correlation of the restrictiveness scores across RA pairs was 70%.
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stalls, to which we randomly assign male and female vendors. We thus exogenously vary gender,

holding the business constant.” The authors’ primary outcomes are (at the vendor level) “daily

profit, daily revenue, number of “missed” clients, number of purchasing clients” and (at the prod-

uct level) “quoted price, price paid.” Note that profit, revenue, and number of purchasing clients

are specific expect for missing a time frame; quoted price and price paid are missing both a spec-

ification of the products to be considered (likely the primary outcome of interest will actually be

a price index) and a time frame; and number of “missed” clients is missing both a specification of

how missed will be measured and a time frame. The two RAs assessing this preregistration agreed

that the maximumly restrictive outcome here is a 4 and the minimally restrictive outcome is a 2.

We accounted for the timing of registration by instructing the RAs to examine the latest reg-

istration for the restrictiveness of the primary outcomes. The RAs were also instructed to com-

pare the latest preregistration to earlier preregistrations to see if any primary outcome or sample

specification changed. The last two rows in Table 3 report the results from comparing the latest

preregistration to earlier preregistrations. We find that 4% of the 300 assessed preregistrations both

(1) updated their preregistration and (2) changed a primary outcome. Similarly, 5% of the assessed

preregistrations both (1) updated their preregistration and (2) changed their sample specification.

We next assess the extent to which the primary outcomes reported in published and working

papers match the preregistered primary outcomes. The p-hacking concern here is that authors

might change the construction of primary outcomes in order to achieve significant results, add

additional outcomes that have a significant relationship, or not report outcomes that do not have a

significant relationship.21 281 of the 300 assessed preregistrations listed an intervention end date.

230 of the interventions ended before June, 2019. However, only 10 of the registrations provide

a link to a preliminary report, working paper, or published paper. We instructed the RAs to use

the reported link if present else to try to find the working paper through Google Scholar using the

preregistration title and authors. The RAs conducted the assessments over August, 2019 and found

working papers for 119 of the preregistrations (there were no associated published papers). Given

the above, we expect that this is close to the complete universe of working papers.
21Note that we compare papers to the latest registration, which dates from after the start of the intervention for XX%

of the assessment universe. As such, this fidelity check provides a lower bound differences between the preregistered
and reported primary outcomes.
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Table 4 reports the assessed fidelity of working papers associated with the preregistrations.

On average, 90% of the primary outcomes in a given working paper match their preregistered

construction. Note that this figure is somewhat misleading because the vast majority of prereg-

istered primary outcomes were unspecific—to use Delecourt and Ng’s example, there are many

ways to construct a variable that reports the “price paid” for products sold by micro-businesses in

India. More troubling, roughly a quarter of the working papers report additional primary outcome

(i.e. the working papers highlight an unregistered variable in their abstract, introduction, or conclu-

sion. Again see Appendix E). The average working paper reports 0.5 additional primary outcomes.

Similarly, roughly a quarter of the working papers fail to report a primary outcome (again in their

abstract, introduction, or conclusion) with the average working paper under-reporting 0.4 primary

outcomes.

An important caveat to the analysis here is that there are many valid reasons for researchers to

deviate from their preregistered experimental designs. For example, a sudden influx of monetary

or technological support may enable a field experiment to record additional primary outcomes

midway through an intervention. Rather than a binding constraint on what researchers can do and

journals can publish, preregistration can be thought of as useful additional information for outside

researchers. Preregistration provides value by distinguishing the initial hypotheses and testing

procedures from additional hypotheses and tests that became available or were developed during

the course of the experiment.

3 ClinicalTrials.gov and Other Registries

3.1 Clinical Trials

The analysis of ClinicalTrials.gov is interesting in that it allows for a contrast between economics

and other disciplines on the one hand, while also suggesting how the AEA RCT Registry may

evolve in the future. Since ClinicalTrials.gov has a much longer history than the AEA RCT Reg-

istry, some hints about what to potentially expect in the future can be gleaned by studying how it

has evolved. We now discuss some of these findings, and relate them to our previous analysis.
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First, a sizable number of papers have focused on compliance issues with ClinicalTrials.gov to

determine whether researchers actually report results. Anderson et al. (2015) investigate reporting

compliance. They use an algorithm to identify ClinicalTrials.gov trials that were likely to have

been required by federal law to report results within 12 months of concluding. They identify

13,327 such trials that terminated or completed from January 1, 2008, through August 31, 2012.

Only 13.4% reported results within 12 months of trial completion. 38.3% reported results before

September 27, 2013. Other studies have also found that legal requirements do not necessarily

ensure complaince. Prayle, Hurley and Smyth (2012) find that 22 % of studies with mandatory

reporting rules according to certain mandates (i.e., covered by the FDAAA or investigating a drug

with FDA approval) did not report results within a year of completion, compared to 10 % overall

without the requirement. Looking at cancer trial drugs under the same mandate, Nguyen et al.

(2013) find that nearly half of the studies are not publicly available three years after the trials are

completed. While of course these results do not speak directly to economics publications, they are

highly suggestive of the difficulties in mandating results reporting for registered studies.

In addition, it does not appear to be the case that, even when studies register, that the pub-

lished results and the registry results coincide. Hartung et al. (2014) look at these inconsistencies.

They take a 10% random sample of Phase III or IV trials that both proceeded to publication and

reported results on ClinicalTrials.gov before January 1, 2009. 80% were inconsistent in the num-

ber of secondary outcomes considered, 35% inconsistently stated the number of individuals with a

serious adverse event, 20% had inconsistencies in the primary outcome value, and 15% described

a primary outcome inconsistently.

Lastly, a number of papers have studied whether the pre-registrations on clinical trials are

sufficient. An example is Mathieu et al. (2009), who search MEDLINE for randomized controlled

trials (RCTs) in 3 medical areas (cardiology, rheumatology, and gastroenterology) indexed in 2008

in the 10 general medical journals and specialty journals with the highest impact factors. Of the

323 included publications only 147 (45.5%) adequately registered (here registered before the end

of the trial with the primary outcome clearly specified). 89 never registered, 45 registered after

completion, 39 preregistered but did not clearly describe their primary outcome, and 3 registered
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after completion and did not clearly describe their primary outcome.

3.2 Other Registries

We briefly comment on the use of other registries, aside from ClinicalTrials.gov and the AEA

Registries. Consideration of these registries does not significantly change any of the conclusions

we have made so far. We base this assertion on two points: First, we searched for the number of

registrations that were done in two alternative registries, specifically the Registry for International

Development Impact Evaluations (RIDIE) and in the Evidence in Governance and Politics (EGAP)

registry. The results can be found in Figure 5. We note that there is no quarter with more than 25

economics publications in either registry. We emphasize that EGAP is used primarily by political

scientists, and so the total number of publications is larger for this venue (over 100 in every quarter

since 2018Q4). Still, it appears that the AEA RCT Registry is dominant for economics papers.

Second, we reassessed our earlier finding that lab experiments have not yet developed a norm

of registration. One might have conjectured that this was simply because the AEA registry was

not well-suited to lab experiments (for instance, since the requirement to register only applies

to field experiments). In principle, this would not be a problem if researchers were resorting to

alternative outlets to register. This is a bit difficult of a concern to address, as there are a large

number of possible registries, and one of the potential virtues of the AEA RCT Registries is to

have a centralized database of all studies. Still, there do not appear to be significant costs to having

multiple registries if all are used by significant numbers of researchers.

We failed to find evidence for the claim that the failure to find registrations for lab experiment

was due to a preference for different registries. The exact task given to our RAs is described in

Appendix E. To assess, we reviewed all papers published in Experimental Economics in the last 4

volumes, from 2016-2019 (quite a bit after the start of the AEA RCT registry). Recall that no paper

published in this journal had pre-registered with the AEA registry; we searched these papers to see

if any paper mentioned a prior registration, and also searched a number of alternative registries.

This failed to turn up any connections that we missed. While this assessment is of course limited,

our best assessment is that the failure of registration patters is not simply an artifact of some unique
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feature of the AEA RCT Registry.

4 Theory

We introduce a model that articulates the implications of registration timing and interprets some

of our empirical findings above. The model is a simple two-stage experimentation problem. A

researcher receives a signal regarding an underlying hypothesis at each stage, but an outsider,

e.g. the public or journal editor, is only able to observe the signal from the second stage. We

exhibit an equilibrium where registering the experiment in the first stage (preregistration) acts as a

signal of confidence in the hypothesis. We use the model to examine the implications of banning

late registration. Of particular interest is whether banning late registration increases the fraction

of started experiments that register. If so, banning late registration would make the AEA RCT

Registry a more effective solution to both the file drawer problem (immediate) and the p-hacking

problem (as preregistration is, at least weakly, a check on repeatedly re-choosing the data, outcome,

and analysis). The model demonstrates that banning late registration unambiguously increases

preregistrations, but that the impact on overall registrations is ambiguous. In numerical examples,

we qualify the extent (and whether) banning late registration strictly increases the fraction of started

experiments that register.

4.1 Model Description and Assumptions

4.1.1 Information

A researcher is initially endowed with an experiment related to state θ, which we will take to

be binary—for instance, reflecting whether a treatment effect is present—and suppose there is

(initially) a common prior p0 over θ ∈ {T, F}. We divide the experimentation problem into two

stages:

• In the first stage, the researcher observes a signal s1 ∼ f(· | θ), where we assume d
ds1

log f(s1 |

T ) ≥ d
ds1

log f(s1 | F ) so that higher realizations increase the likelihood that θ = T .
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• In the second stage, the researcher observes a second signal s2 ∼ gγ(· | s1, θ) if the re-

searcher registers, where we again assume d
ds2

log gγ(s2 | s1, T ) ≥ d
ds2

log gγ(s2 | s1, F ), for

all s1. If the researhcer does not register at time 1, then s2 ∼ g0(· | s1, ·).

Above, γ is an index regarding the informativeness of a registration, which will allow us to discuss

comparison regarding the informativeness of registration. We assume that higher realizations of s1

lead to first order stochastic dominant shifts in the expected density of s2 (where the expectation

is taken over the state θ). All signals are also assumed to have full support. These assumptions

are satisfied in many natural specifications; for instance if s1 and s2 are independent with st ∼

Normal
(
(−1)1[θ=F ]µt,γ, σ

2
t,γ

)
.

While only the researcher (directly) observes s1, all parties observe s2. We think of s1 as

reflecting intuition or prior knowledge on the part of the researcher. On the other hand, s2 reflects

the experimental findings, which can be conveyed verifiably.

4.1.2 Researcher Payoffs

After observing s1, the researcher can decide whether to quit and obtain payoff 0, or continue to

the second stage. We denote the former choice by the event e = 0 and the latter by the event e = 1.

Continuing costs cE ≥ 0. If continuing, the researcher can also decide to register the experiment

before the second stage (and hence before observing s2). Registration costs cR. The researcher

may also have the option of registering after the second stage, although we will be interested in

comparing the case where this is allowed to when it is not allowed.22 See Figure 6 for an illustration

of the timing.

At the end of the game, the outsider’s belief that θ = T will depend on the observable variables,

namely s2 and the registration decision d ∈ {∅, 1, 2} (i.e. no registration, registration at t = 1, and

registration at t = 2). We denote this belief by p̂d(s2). If the researcher registers the experiment,

they receive a benefit of bR(p̂d(s2)), and if they do not they receive a benefit of bN(p̂∅(s2)), where

bN(p) ≤ bR(p) for all p ∈ [0, 1] and strict inequality for some p ∈ (0, 1). We assume that bi(p)

is continuous, as well as increasing in p, reflecting a preference for positive results (see Andrews
22Of course, for coherence, registering the experiment at time 2 does not make the experiment more informative, in

contrast to time 1.
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and Kasy (2019) for more on this preference). We also assume that the benefit from registration is

weakly higher when the belief is more optimistic; that is, bR(p̂) − bN(p̂) is increasing in p̂. Note

that we do not assume that bR(p̂), bN(p̂) ≥ 0, and in fact each may be equal to 0 (or even negative)

for some range of beliefs. Lastly, we assume that returns from registration are convex; that is,

b′′R(p̂) > 0.23

A special case of these payoffs is when bi(p̂d) = β1[d 6=∅] · π1[d6=∅](p̂), where π1[d6=∅](p̂) is the

probability a publication is obtained, yielding benefit β1[d6=∅]. However, since our formulation of

payoffs is abstract, it is not important that researchers are purely motivated by publication.

4.1.3 Model Discussion

Let us emphasize that we are distinguishing three aspects of registration. First, registration influ-

ences researcher payoffs. This reflects that some publications may have registration requirements,

and so registering the experiment may lead to either a more valuable publication, or the ability to

make more attempts at publication. Second, registration influences outsider beliefs. Unlike the

previous, the strength of this effect depends on the equilibrium. Insofar as the expected benefit

to registration will depend on s1, registration may reflect the researcher’s initial information and

therefore signal evidence that θ = T . Lastly, we allow registration to influence the informativeness

of the experiment. While many empirical researchers are likely aware of the option to register,

given the policy’s advertisement and its widespread use, it is not clear whether researchers view it

as influencing the experimental conduct itself. As a result, one counterfactual of interest is in de-

termining how behavior changes depending on what researchers believe the impact of registration

on informativeness is.

Since we have abstracted away from how information is used, we are unable to directly make

any normative statements regarding the merits of different preregistration policies. This would be

necessary in order to evaluate, for instance, the tradeoff between more experiments at time 1 and

more registration overall. On the other hand, we still believe that there are interesting normative

implications that follow from our comparative statics; for instance, if one views registration as

23Convexity is necessary in order to ensure that researchers gain from having more informative experiments; other-
wise, registration may be a deterred if believed to provide information regarding the hypothesis.
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per-se good, it becomes natural to ask how a ban on late registration would influence the fraction

of studies that register.

On this note, we emphasize that we have abstracted away from equilibrium considerations re-

garding how the benefits are determined. Of course, we can still ask how a change in the incentives

would change registration patterns. But this requires the usual caution that any such comaprative

statics are “local,” in that they assume that the changes would not cause an equilibrium shift which

would change incentives in more non-trivial ways. To maintain focus, we do not consider further

microfoundations for these payoffs, although this may be an interesting avenue for future work

(see Frankel and Kasy (2019) for discussion related to this point, as well as Libgober (2020) for a

discussion of how experiment choice may be influenced by transparency requirements).

4.2 Solution

We solve the model using backwards induction, and we further assume that publishers are sophisti-

cated, in that they are able to distinguish whether registration is done before or after the experiment.

We then comment on how the analysis changes in the naive benchmark.

Suppose the researcher obtains signals (s1, s2). Let σ(d, e | s1, s2) denote the probability that

experimentation decision e and registration decision d is chosen if the researcher observes s1 and

s2 (noting that σ(1, 1 | s1, s2) cannot depend on s2 due to the timing of moves). Given σ, the

outsider’s belief is:

p̂d(s2) :=

∫
s1
σ(d, 1 | s1, s2)gγ·1[d=1](s2 | s1, T )f(s1 | T )P[T ]ds1∫

s1
σ(d, 1 | s1, s2)gγ·1[d=1](s2 | s1, T )f(s1 | T )P[T ] + σ(d, 1 | s1, s2)gγ·1[d=1](s2 | s1, F )f(s1 | F )P[F ]ds1

While complicated due to the fact that registration depends on two variables, we observe that

essentially there is only one important decision to keep track of:

Lemma 4.1. With sophisticated publishers, p̂2(s2) = p̂∅(s2).

The Lemma is straightforward and hence stated without proof. Different inferences at time 2,

conditional on s2, would require different s1 signals to induce different registration decisions given

s2. This is impossible, given that the benefits are the same and independent of s1. An important
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implication is that the belief following the registration decision is conditionally independent of s2.

This observation turns out to be important in order to argue that pd(s2) is increasing in s2, which

is done in the Appendix C.

Thanks to the Lemma, equilibrium is characterized by a pair of functions (p̂∅(s2), p̂1(s2)). If

the researcher registers at time 1, they obtain a payoff of bR(p̂1(s2))− cR, while if they register at

time 2, the payoff is:

max{bR(p̂∅(s2))− cR, bN(p̂∅(s2))} (1)

In particular, notice that these expressions only depend on s1 through p̂d(s2) and that we ignore the

sunk experimentation cost cE .

We now argue that equilibrium is characterized by a partition of the signal space which dictates

when registration occurs. This is easiest to do for any time 2 registration decision (if applicable):

Proposition 1. There exists a threshold s∗2 such that a researcher that has not registered at time 1

will do so at time 2 if s2 > s∗2.

The proposition is immediate by noting that (assuming an interior solution) the threshold s∗2 sat-

isfies bR(p̂∅(s∗2)) − cR = bN(p̂∅(s
∗
2)), together with the increasing difference assumptions on the

benefit. Notice that this threshold may depend on the equilibrium, however, through p̂∅(s2).

As for the time 1 behavior, it is clear that some basic refinement is necessary in order to avoid

a degenerate equilibrium. For instance, suppose the publisher assumes that only types with very

bad first period signals register (i.e., those which yield beliefs P[θ = T | s1] ≈ 0), and in particular

suppose these are types for whom the expected benefit from experimentation is negative. In this

case, registration would be seen as a negative signal, and may be sufficiently negative in order to

deter a researcher from registering in the first place, particularly when cR > 0.

Our main interest is on threshold equilibria, for the following reasons: First, they are relatively

straightforward to describe and solve. Second, the comparative statics regarding how registration

patterns change with changes in the underlying experimentation parameters is relatively straight-

forward, as we need only study the incentives of these threshold types. The following proposition

can be used to determine a simple, threshold equilibrium.
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Proposition 2. Suppose a registration strategy is such that:

∫ ∞
−∞

bR(p̂1(s2))E[gγ(s2 | s1, θ)]− bR(p̂2(s2))E[g0(s2 | s1, θ)]ds2 (2)

is increasing in s1. This strategy forms an equilibrium if there are a pair of thresholds (s∗1,∅, s
∗
1,R),

with s∗1,R ≥ s∗1,∅, such that:

• A researcher conducts the experiment if and only if s1 > s∗1,∅

• A researcher registers the experiment at time 1 if and only if s1 > s∗1,R

where each of these thresholds are pinned down by an indifference condition.

The condition that (2) is increasing is an assumption on endogenous objects, but is straight-

forward to check numerically, given a candidate threshold equilibrium. The condition is intuitive

and natural; it states that the expected benefit from registering early is larger when the s1 signal

is higher. Hence the proposition tells us that to solve for equilibrium, we simply compute the

indifferent types, and then check that indeed the monotonicity condition is satisfied. In our numer-

ical specifications below, we use the indifference conditions to pin down the thresholds s∗1,∅ and

s∗1,R, and subsequently verify that the increasing difference condition is satisfied given the result-

ing equilibrium. We note that some conditions like the ones we discussed are necessary in order

to rule out “countersignalling” equilibria, where the highest s1 realizations do not register due to

extreme confidence that the subsequent signal will reveal the hypothesis to be true (see Feltovich,

Harbaugh and To (2002)). The relevance of such equilibria is an intriguing question, but we do not

consider it further here.

To summarize, we have that a natural equilibrium characterizes researcher behavior, under a

condition which states that if a researcher’s first signal were revealed, then at the signal that is

indifferent between experimenting and and not, the researcher prefers to experiment. We argue

this assumption is weak, as in any equilibrium satisfying our restrictions on the experimentation

technology it would be satisfied whenever experimentation without registration were to occur.

Finally, this equilibrium has the property that early registration is used to signal confidence, as the

highest time 1 signals register.
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4.3 Implications

We use the registration model to examine the implications of banning late registration. Of par-

ticular interest is whether banning late registration increases the fraction of started experiments

that register. If so, banning late registration would make the AEA RCT Registry a more effective

solution to both the file drawer problem (immediate) and the p-hacking problem (as preregistration

is, at least weakly, a check on repeatedly re-choosing the data, outcome, and analysis). Intuitively,

banning late registration could increase overall registration through capturing researchers who pre-

viously did not register at time 1 (because they received a middling time 1 signal), received a low

time 2 signal, and then did not register at time 2. However, late registration provides researchers

an option value. So banning late registration could reduce the number of experiments that start and

the fraction of these that register.

The registration model provides two unambiguous results. Proven in Appendix C, banning late

registration

1. Decreases the threshold for preregistration (i.e. time 1 registration), as the type that was

indifferent between late registration and early registration was taking into account their pos-

sible future payoffs. Hence the number of preregistrations increases.

2. Decreases the number of experiments that are undertaken in the first place. We note that

the experiment that is marginal in this instance are the ones for which θ = T is relatively

unlikely (i.e., the lowest s1).

The effect of banning late registration on the fraction of started experiments that register is

ambiguous without further restrictions. Aside from illustrating the mechanics of the model, this

motivates us to study some numerical instances of it in Section 4.4 below. However, we can

articulate that the assertion that allowing for late registration encourages greater registration need

not be true. The following result is a proof-of-concept, which is easiest to demonstrate when we

suppress the influence of s1 and γ on the distribution over s2:

Proposition 3. Let s2 be independent of γ and s1. Then taking the initial signal to be sufficiently

uninformative so that p̂s1(s2) − p̂s1(s2) is sufficiently small, then there exists a range of cR such
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that the overall fraction of registrations is higher when only early registration is allowed.

The proposition is simple; if the initial signal is mostly uninformative, then the majority of re-

searchers register at time 1 if forced to do so, rather than register late. In contrast, a non-negligible

fraction of researchers would skip on registration to avoid the cost cR. The proposition also sug-

gests when banning late registration would increase the overall number of registrations; namely, if

the cost of registration overwhelms the informativeness of the initial signal. In this case, we expect

allowing delayed registration to only encourage people to wait until finding out their study was not

worth the cost of registration.

Lastly, we state a comparative static regarding the informativeness of pre-registration; we in-

terpret this as a comparative static on γ:

3. Consider a change in γ which makes registration even more (Blackwell) informative. If

bR(p̂) is convex, then the first period registration threshold will decrease.

Note that a decrease in the first period registration threshold comes at the cost of diminishing

second period registrations. In particular, the failure of registration in the first period would be

an even more negative signal. Note that this would have the effect of also raising the threshold

for undertaking registration in the first place, as it may lower the benefits from experimentation.

Insofar as the ultimate goal of the registries would be to compel as much first period registration

as possible, this suggests that making registrations even more informative could yield benefits.

However, this also suggests why it may be difficult to compel informative registration as well, since

increasing informativeness implicitly lowers the benefits of experimentation when researchers are

initially less confident.

4.3.1 Naive Observers

We lastly comment on the implication of naivite on behalf of the observer. In practice, it is not clear

that consumers of economic research are aware of a distinction between early and late registration.

In a world of complete naivite, all experiments would register late as naivite eliminates the benefits

of preregistration. Partial naivite, all else equal, similarly induces researchers to register late rather
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than early. In the above analysis, we document that 50% of new AEA RCT Registry registrations

are late registrations. As mentioned above, it appears natural that some naivite is responsible for

this, although most likely not entirely. That said, formally analyzing naivite is complicated by

the fact that here the distribution of time 2 signals, conditioned on registration decision, would

contradict the equilibrium conjecture of the outsider. This is easiest to illustrate in the case where

bR(p̂) = bN(p̂) for a range of beliefs near 0. Under naivite, the outsider would conjecture only

time 1 registrations as being feasible, implying that low values of s2 may in fact be observed.

However, a researcher, understanding this, would never register at time 1 and furthermore never

register at a belief where bR(p̂) = bN(p̂). Hence while the outsider’s conjecture would imply “low

signals” would be observed following registration, this would never be the case. Addressing the

implications of naivite more fully in experimentation models such as these is left for future work.

4.4 Numerical Illustration

To illustrate the effect of banning late registration on the fraction of started experiments that regis-

ter, we look at a simple parameterization of the model. Suppose that for n > 0

• If θ = T , then s1 ∼ f(s1 | T ) ∝ (n+ 1)sn1 , s1 ∈ [s, 1− s]

• If θ = F , then s1 ∼ f(s1 | F ) ∝ (n+ 1)(1− s1)n, s1 ∈ [s, 1− s].

We assume that second period signals follow the same distribution with s = 0. As n increases,

the distribution of posterior beliefs “rotates” through the point (1/2,1/2), with higher n yielding

“steeper” curves at s = 1/2. Hence n parameterizes the informativeness of the signal (see Johnson

and Myatt (2006) for further discussion of the rotation order).

We first compute the equilibrium given a sophisticated observer and late registrations. In this

case, the conjectured equilibrium gives us three intervals in the first period: s∗1,∅, below which

research is not conducted, and s∗1,R, below which research is not registered at time 1. The observed

registration decision induces different posterior beliefs as a function of the observed second period

signal s2; by integrating over these beliefs, we can compute the expected welfare.
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The second period researcher decisions are straightforward, and we use that s∗1,R must be indif-

ferent between registering and not to compute the equilibrium. To make things simpler, we assume

that cE = 0 so that there is no selection at the stage of deciding whether or not to experiment in

the first place. The same idea helps us illustrate the trade-offs from banning late registration. In

this case, researchers must incur the cost cR prior to registration. We see that now, the type that is

indifferent between registering and not has expected payoff of zero were they to register. Hence we

have more researchers registering at time 1, but fewer types conducting research in the first place.

We show the payoffs from preregistration and from delaying registration in Figure 7. Equi-

librium corresponds to the intersection point, which makes the researcher with such a signal s1

indifferent between preregistering and not. In the case of banning late registration, the equilibrium

corresponds to the intersection of the preregistration payoff with the x-axis.

Some solutions are shown in Table 7. Note that since experimentation is costless, all experi-

ments are undertaken in equilibrium. These solutions illustrate that sharper predictions than the

ones we have obtained need not hold without stronger restrictions on the model. Specifically, we

see that there is an ambiguous impact of banning late registration on the overall percentage of

studies that register. For some parameters, allowing late registration does indeed lead to more

overall registration; but for others it does not, and banning late registration in fact does lead to

more registration, consistent with the results of Proposition 3.

5 Conclusion

This paper provides a sobering assessment of the AEA RCT registry, suggesting that so far it

has not been as transformative as some researchers might have hoped. Many experiments do not

register, and many registrations are done for experiments which are already at the submission

phase. Perhaps most disconcerting is that many registrations are relatively uninformative, and

hence even the registrations that are written may not be as significant as some might have hoped.

We have kept policy questions in mind when discussing these issues, informed in large part by

our theoretical model. However, it is important to acknowledge that much of the behavior regarding

registration is undoubtedly guided by norms. In our model, this takes the form of treating the
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benefits and costs as exogenous. Certain norms might make publishing without registration very

difficult; this would lead to a lower payoff from delayed registering, simultaneously raising the

required confidence in a hypothesis while lowering the threshold necessary to be willing to register

early. And as mentioned, it is highly possible that awareness regarding this difference will change

over time.

Where will changes leave us in the long run? While we have some hints from our discussion

of ClinicalTrials.gov, these norms might lead to other changes in experimental conduct that would

need to be considered. For instance, we do not observe researchers repeating an experiment mul-

tiple times with a new registration each time. But this behavior might emerge if the requirement

to register early is sufficiently stringent. We should note that the impact of such behavior on the

informativeness of experiments is generally ambiguous; see, for instance, Di Tillio, Ottaviani and

Sorenson (2019) and Glaeser (2008). While our predictions on this front is only conjectural, we

think it is important to take these concerns seriously when considering optimal policy.
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A Tables

Table 1: Number of published papers with an RCT and fraction that registered with the AEA RCT
Registry

Number Published Fraction Registered
2017 2018 2019 Q1 & Q2 2017 2018 2019 Q1 & Q2

Journal

AEJ-M 2 1 4 0.00 0.00 0.00
AEJ-EP 2 2 2 0.00 0.50 1.00
AEJ-AE 9 13 8 0.67 0.62 0.50
AER 7 6 5 0.71 0.50 0.80
Develop Econ 12 19 10 0.33 0.42 0.50
Exp Econ 28 29 18 0.00 0.00 0.00
JPE 4 3 2 0.00 0.33 0.00
NEP-EXP 36 32 38 0.03 0.09 0.13
QJE 6 8 3 0.50 0.62 1.00
ReStud 3 7 9 0.33 0.43 0.22

Table 2: Number of field and lab RCTs published over 2018-2019Q2 by AEA journals along with
fraction of these published RCTs that register

Number Published Fraction Registered
Field Lab Field Lab

Journal

AEJ-AE 19 2 0.63 0.0
AEJ-EP 4 0 0.75 NaN
AEJ-M 0 5 NaN 0.0
AER 11 0 0.64 NaN
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Table 3: Assessment of the extent to which 300 randomly chosen preregistrations precisely specify
the experiment outcomes

Mean Std Min 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% Max

Number of Outcomes 3.16 2.33 0.0 1.0 1.5 3.0 4.00 6.0 20.5
Maximumly Restrictive Outcome 2.40 1.03 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.5 3.00 4.0 4.5
Minimumly Restrictive Outcome 1.90 1.07 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 2.50 3.5 4.5
Medianly Restrictive Outcome 2.16 0.99 0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.75 3.5 4.5
Outcome Changed (Yes/No) 0.04 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0 1.0
Sample Changed (Yes/No) 0.05 0.18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0 1.0

Notes: Each registration was assessed by two RAs. The values presented are based on the average of the
two assessments. The RAs were instructed to market unspecific outcomes as a 0 and very specific outcomes
as a 5. The instructions (which include a scoring example) are presented in Appendix E

Table 4: Assessment of the extent to working papers report the preregistered outcomes

Mean Std Min 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% Max

Fraction of Matching Outcomes 0.90 0.22 0.0 0.65 0.95 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Number of Additional Outcomes 0.48 1.07 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.5 2.0 7.0
Number of Missing Outcomes 0.39 0.84 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.5 1.0 4.0

Table 5: Number of published papers that registered with the AEA RCT Registry, number whose
RCT started after 2013, and fraction that preregistered. Note that the registry opened in 2013

Number Registered Started Post 2013 Fraction Preregistered
2017 2018 2019 Q1 & Q2 2017 2018 2019 Q1 & Q2 2017 2018 2019 Q1 & Q2

Journal

AEJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN NaN NaN
AEJ EP 0 1 2 0 0 1 NaN NaN 1.00
AEJ-AE 6 8 4 0 2 2 NaN 0.00 0.00
AER 5 3 4 1 3 3 1.0 0.67 0.33
AER (P&P) 3 0 0 1 0 0 1.0 NaN NaN
Develop Econ 4 8 5 0 2 1 NaN 0.00 1.00
Exp Econ 0 0 0 0 0 0 NaN NaN NaN
JPE 0 1 0 0 0 0 NaN NaN NaN
NEP-EXP 1 3 5 1 2 4 1.0 0.00 0.50
QJE 3 5 3 1 3 2 0.0 0.33 0.00
ReStud 1 3 2 0 2 1 NaN 1.00 0.00
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Table 7: Numerical solutions of equilibrium outcomes from registration model
p0 cR s1 s2 bR(p̂) bN(p̂) % Early Registration % Late Registration % Registered (Late Ban)
1/4 1/10 2/5 1 p̂ .8p̂ 19.7 % 11.1 % 40.2 %
1/8 1/10 1/3 1 p̂ .8p̂ 2.1 % 4.1 % 4.8 %
1/6 3/40 2/5 1 p̂ .75p̂ 26.4 % 10.9 % 58.3 %

Table 6: Three primary investigators who knew about the AEA RCT Registry, but failed to prereg-
ister multiple future RCTs

First Registered On Start Date Intervention Start Date

0 2014-10-07 2014-03-04 2014-04-29
1 2015-10-02 2015-08-14 2015-09-15
2 2016-04-06 2016-04-08 2016-04-29
3 2018-03-14 2016-02-09 2016-12-15
4 2018-06-26 2018-03-23 2018-08-01
5 2018-11-20 2019-02-01 2019-05-01
6 2019-03-16 2019-04-15 2019-04-22
7 2019-03-26 2016-02-09 2017-01-16

First Registered On Start Date Intervention Start Date

0 2014-03-31 2014-03-26 2014-03-26
1 2014-10-06 2014-08-01 2014-09-11
2 2015-10-16 2015-03-21 2015-10-27
3 2015-10-23 2015-09-28 2015-11-04
4 2016-12-14 2015-10-27 2016-12-15
5 2017-10-13 2016-04-01 2016-04-01

First Registered On Start Date Intervention Start Date

0 2014-05-07 2014-04-30 2014-04-30
1 2018-02-02 2018-05-01 2018-05-01
2 2018-09-10 2018-08-06 2018-08-06
3 2019-03-08 2017-01-01 2017-01-01
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B Figures

Figure 1: The AEA RCT Registry. Trials that register late are marked with a gray clock and trials
that register early are marked with an orange clock.
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of AEA RCT preregistrations and late registrations

Figure 3: Number of AEA RCT preregistrations and late registrations by quarter
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Figure 4: Days between intervention start and AEA RCT registration for RCTs started after Jan-
uary 1, 2014. Positive values indicate that the intervention began after the registration.

Figure 5: Number of publications registered in the Registry for International Development Impact
Evaluations (RIDIE) and in the Evidence in Governance and Politics (EGAP) registry. Solid lines
display total number of publications while dashed lines denote economics publications
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Figure 6: Timing of moves in the model
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Figure 7: Researcher expected payoffs given a registration threshold. Equilibrium with late
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(the payoff from delayed registration). Payoff Corresponds to the following parameter values:
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C Proofs
Proof that d

ds1
log f(s1 | T ) ≥ d

ds1
log f(s1 | F )⇒ p̂(s1) is increasing. This argument is included

for completeness. Note that

p̂(s1) =
P[θ = T ]f(s1 | T )

P[θ = T ]f(s1 | T ) + P[θ = F ]f(s1 | F )
.

We take the derivative and obtain p̂′(s1) has the same sign as:

(P[θ = T ]f(s1 | T ) + P[θ = F ]f(s1 | F ))P[θ = T ]f ′(s1 | T )
− (P[θ = T ]f ′(s1 | T ) + P[θ = F ]f ′(s1 | F ))P[θ = T ]f(s1 | T )

= P[θ = F ]f(s1 | F )P[θ = T ]f ′(s1 | T )− P[θ = F ]f ′(s1 | F )P[θ = T ]f(s1 | T ),

which, since P[θ = T ] ∈ (0, 1), is greater than 0 if and only if:

f(s1 | F )
f ′(s1 | F )

≥ f(s1 | T )
f ′(s1 | T )

⇔ d

ds1
log f(s1 | T ) ≥

d

ds1
log f(s1 | F ),

as desired.

Proof that d
ds2

log g(s2 | s1, T ) > d
ds2

log g(s2 | s1, F ) ∀s1 ⇒ pd(s2) is increasing. Let us first con-
sider the fictitious environment where s1 were observable to the publisher. Call this p̃s1,d(s2). Dif-
ferentiating p̃s1,d(s2) (which is pd(s2) without the integral over s1), we have that it is proportional
to:

g′(s2 | s1, T )f(s1 | T )P[T ] · g(s2 | s1, F )f(s1 | F )P[F ]
− g′(s2 | s̃1, F )f(s̃1 | F )P[F ]g(s2 | s1, T )f(s1 | T )P[T ].

Following similar logic as the previous proof, we have:

f(s1 | T )P[T ]f(s1 | F )P[F ])(g(s2 | s1, T )g(s2 | s1, F )) ·
(
g′(s2 | s1, T )
g(s2 | s1, T )

− g′(s2 | s1, F )
g(s2 | s1, F )

)
,

which must be greater than 0 since d
ds2

log g(s2 | s1, T ) > d
ds2
g(s2 | s1, F ), for all s1.

It remains to show that pd(s2) is increasing in s2. Note that by the martingale property of
beliefs:

pd(s2) =

∫
s1

p̃s1,d(s2)P[s1 | d]ds1,

as pd(s2) is simply the expectation over p̃s1,d(s2) after observing s1, in addition to s2 and d. So if
s′2 > s′′2, we have:

pd(s
′
2) =

∫
s1

p̃s1,d(s
′
2)P[s1 | d]ds1 ≥

∫
s1

p̃s1,d(s
′′
2)P[s1 | d]ds1 = pd(s

′′
2),

as claimed.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Consider some s1 that is indifferent between registration at time 1 and
delaying. We have the payoff from registration is:

− cR +

∫ ∞
−∞

bR(p̂1(s2))Eθ[gγ(s2 | s1, θ) | s1] ds2. (3)

On the other hand, the payoff from registration at time 2 is:

∫ ∞
s∗2

(bR(p̂2(s2))− cR)Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ) | s1] ds2 +
∫ s∗2

−∞
bN(p̂2(s2))Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ) | s1] ds2 (4)

We first add and subtract
∫ s∗2
−∞(bR(p̂2(s2)) − cR)Eθ[g

0(s2 | s1, θ)]ds2 to both sides of (4), and
then take the difference with (3) in order to obtain:

(†)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ ∞
−∞

(bR(p̂1(s2))Eθ[gγ(s2 | s1, θ) | s1]− bR(p̂2(s2))Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ) | s1]ds2

+

(††)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ s∗2

−∞
(bR(p̂2(s2))− cR − bN(p̂2(s2)))Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ) | s1]ds2 .

First consider (††). By assumption bR(p) − bN(p) is increasing and Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ) | s1]
is increasing in s1 with respect to first order stochastic dominance. Hence (††) is increasing in
s1, since first order stochastic dominance increases must lead to larger expectations of increasing
functions (noting that we can extend the integrand to be on all of R simply by setting it equal to
0 for s2 > s∗2. On the other hand, (†) is increasing in s1, as per the conditions of the Proposition.
Putting this together, we therefore have that the difference is increasing in s1, meaning that if some
type is indifferent between early registration and delay, then all higher types strictly preferearly
registration.

Now, we note that there exists a threshold s∗1,∅ below which the researcher register and above
which the research does not. This follows from the fact that both integrands in the sum in (4) are
increasing functions of s2, meaning that first order stochastic dominance shifts lead to increases.
Therefore, once the payoff from experimentation is positive at some s1, it is positive at all s′1 > s1.
Hence if some s1 weakly prefers experimentation, so do all larger signals.

Proof of Prediction 1. Consider the payoffs of the signal s∗1,R when late registration is allowed.
Since they are indifferent between early and late registration, we have that (3) is equal to (4)
when s1 = s∗1. When late registration is banned, holding fixed the inference, (3) does not change.
However, we have that the following is added to (4)∫ ∞

s∗2

bN(p̂2(s2))Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ)]− (bR(p̂2(s2))− cR)Eθ[gγ(s2 | s∗1,R, θ) | s∗1,R]ds2.

By definition, when s2 > s∗2 we have bN(p̂2(s2)) < bR(p̂2(s2)) − cR, so that this term is negative.
Therefore, banning late registration leads to a strictly higher payoff from early registration for this
type. To maintain indifference, we have that s∗1,R must decrease, as desired.
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Proof of Prediction 2. Consider the payoff of the signal s∗1,∅. Not conducting the experiment leads
to payoffs of 0. As in the Proof of Prediction 1, however, a negative term is added to the pay-
offs under experimentation without registration. As a result, when late registration is banned, we
have the payoff from non-experimentation is higher than the payoff from experimentation without
registration. Hence fewer researchers will experiment, as desired.

Proof of Prediction 3. The first period indifferent type s1 satisfies:

−cR+
∫ ∞
−∞

bR,γ(p̂s1(s2))Eθ[gγ(s2 | s1, θ)]ds2 =
∫ ∞
−∞

max{bN(p̂2(s2)), bR,γ(p̂2(s2))−cR}Eθ[g0(s2 | s1, θ)]ds2.

Note that increasing the informativeness of registration does not change the right hand side. How-
ever, note that an increase in the informativeness of registration leads to a mean preserving spread
in beliefs (see Blackwell (1953)). Hence because bR,γ is convex, the left hand side increases, im-
plying the first period threshold increases. Hence we have that the left hand side is larger, given the
first period registration threshold. Thus the threshold should lower as well, in order for indifference
to be maintained.

Proof of Proposition 3. Consider a fictitious environment where early registration convinces out-
siders that s1 = s1. Hence the payoff from early registration is at most:

− cR +

∫ ∞
−∞

bR(p̂s1(s2))Eθ[g(s2 | θ) | s1]ds2. (5)

The payoff from late registration is at least:∫ ∞
−∞

max{bR(p̂s1(s2))− cR, bN(p̂s1(s2)}Eθ[g(s2 | θ) | s1]ds2. (6)

Under the assumption that p̂s1(s2)− p̂s1(s2) < δ, for some δ, continuity of bi gives us that we
can find some ε such that (6) is greater than:

−ε+
∫ ∞
−∞

max{bR(p̂s1(s2))− cR, bN(p̂s1(s2)}Eθ[g(s2 | θ) | s1]ds2.

If this equation is larger than (5), then we have that the payoff from late registration is higher
than the payof from early registration, which is our desired result. Subtracting this from (5) yields:

ε+

(∗)︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ cR

−∞
((bR(p̂s1(s2))− cR)− bN(p̂s1(s2)))Eθ[g(s2 | θ) | s1]ds2 .

Now, in the limit we consider, we take the initial signal to be uninformative, but fix the infor-
mativeness of the second signal, taking it to be sufficiently informative so that (bR(p̂s1(s2))−cR) >
bN(p̂s1(s2)) on some non-vanishing range. It follows that while ε may be arbitrarily small, (∗) is
bounded away from 0 and negative. Hence It follows that this difference is negative. Hence the
researcher’s payoff from registering late is larger than registering early.

Now, recall p̂s1(s2) is increasing in s2, for all s1. It follows that or all s1, since bR(p) ≥ b′N(p),
with strict inequality for some beliefs, we further have, for all s1:
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κ(s1) :=

∫ ∞
−∞

bR(p̂s1(s2))− bN(p̂s1(s2))E[g(2| θ) | s1]ds2 > 0.

Hence as the initial signal becomes uninformative, we can have that κ(s1) → κ, for all s1. It
follows that as long as cR < κ, researchers would prefer registration at time 1 to non-registration.

Now we can conclude the main comparison of interest: if late registration is allowed, then by
the above, the payoff from late registration is larger than the payoff from early registration, so all
researchers register late. Provided cR > cR > 0, where cR < κ, then researhcers will not register
whent he signal is such that the gain is not worth the cost (which occurs with positive probability).
Hence a positive fraction of researchers never register. On the other hand, if cR < κ, researchers
would obtain a higher payoff from registering early rather than registering late. Hence we have
that all researchers register early in this instance. We conclude that banning late registration leads
to all researchers registering early, whereas some researchers never register, as claimed.

D Additional Tables

Table 8: Registration rates by the institution of the first author
Count Fraction Registered

Institution

Harvard University 7 0.285714
University of Chicago 7 0.857143
Monash University 6 0.000000
World Bank 5 0.400000
Northwestern University 5 0.400000
University of Michigan 4 0.750000
The World Bank 4 0.000000
University of California San Diego 3 1.000000
Chapman University 3 0.000000
University of Cologne 3 0.000000
London School of Economics 3 1.000000
University of Zurich 3 0.666667
California Institute of Technology 3 0.000000
New York University 3 0.666667
University of California at Berkeley 3 0.333333
University of Pennsylvania 3 0.000000
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile 3 1.000000
Purdue University 3 0.000000
Stanford University 3 0.666667
Stockholm School of Economics 3 1.000000
University of Oxford 3 0.666667
Inter-American Development Bank 3 0.333333
Yale University 3 0.666667
University of Copenhagen 3 0.000000
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E RA Instructions

Rubric for assessing pre-registration restrictiveness: 

Use the Trial History button to get to the last pre-registry version before the Intervention Start 
Date with a +1 week buffer. 

Primary Outcomes 

●       Number of outcomes listed ____ 
Note: Be mindful of indices. In some cases, PIs may list the variables which make up an index to 
be more specific. In these cases, the index itself should be counted as one primary outcome 
variable and the variables that make up the index should not be counted. Some of this 
information may appear in the “Primary Outcomes (explanation)” field. 
 
●       Specificity of outcomes listed 
Score each outcome based on the example scale below and report the 

o   Minimum    ____ 
o   Maximum   ____ 
o   Median   ____ 

Example Scale: Mark “health” as a 0,  “nutritional intake” as a 1,  “number of fruits consumed” 
as a 2, “number of fruits consumed at school per week” as a 3, “number of fruits consumed at 
school per week during Spring quarter” as a 4, and “number of bananas consumed at school per 
week during Spring quarter” as a 5. 
  
●       Did the number of outcomes or their descriptions change after the Intervention Start Date? 

o   Yes = 1 
o   No = 0 

Notes: Please click on View Changes and check that significant changes have been made. Minor 
semantic changes or typos do not count as changes. 

Sample Information (found in Experiment Characteristics under Experimental Details): 

●       Estimate or prediction for final sample size____  
Use field Sample size: planned number of observations. Put 0 if a specific number is not given 
  
●      Number of populations used ___  
Add 1 for each population used. 
For example, Put 3 if the analyses are run for all, then for men, then for women 
  
●       Did the sample size or sample splits change after the Intervention Start Date? 

o   Yes = 1 
o   No = 0 
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Rubric for assessing fidelity of working/published paper to registration 

Compare latest version of the paper available to the pre-registered version assessed above. You 
will likely need to search for the paper by title and then by authors. Titles will change. 

 

Primary Outcomes 

●  Fraction of variables whose construction remains true to the pre-registry ___ 

Example: 

o   If 1 out of 5 variables changes, then report 0.80 

o   The construction of a variable changes if the pre-registration lists “number of 
bananas consumed at school per week during Spring quarter” but the paper reports 
“number of bananas consumed at school per week during summer”. 

● Number of primary outcomes introduced in the paper but not previously registered ___ 

 

● Number of primary outcomes listed in the registry but not in the paper ___ 

Note: For this section, a primary outcome is a variable mentioned in the abstract, introduction, or 
conclusion. 

 

Sample Information 

● Number of observations reported in the paper ___ 

 

● Number of populations introduced in the paper, but not registered ___ 

For example, the paper may repeat analyses for rich household and for poor households. If these 
sub-populations are not mentioned in the preregistration, then put 2. 

  

● Number of populations listed in the registry, but not mentioned in the paper ___ 

 

 

 
To search for other registrations in experimental economics: We instructed RAs to search for

the words “register” and some deviations of it, for every paper that was in print online between the
years 2016 and 2019. We also had our RAs search for the paper titles and authors in a number of
registries (specifically, https://aspredicted.org/, https://ridie.3ieimpact.org/,http://egap.org/content/registration
and https://cos.io/prereg/). These searches failed to yield any matches, for any of these papers.
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